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editorial
MILITARIZING DEVELOPMENT

I

n the “battle to win hearts and minds,” the military are undergoing a grand makeover.
They are picking up shovels, hammers and hoes even as they keep on their combat
boots, bullets and guns. Reframing their civil military operations, they are taking on
projects that have little bearing on traditional security concerns. They are clearing foot
trails, preparing fields, harvesting, and building bridges, clinics, day care centers, waiting
sheds and schools. Branded as “peace and development” actions, these oil their entry into
rural communities, and in some areas entrench their stay.
Without compunction, it seems, and any cultural sensitivity, they easily settle into
communities, making public space and facilities their own. They occupy schools, basketball courts, health centers, even intruding into the indigenous political center, dap-ay, to
use as barracks, depots and to hold community meetings and youth seminars. They join
local governments and government agencies in service missions, obscuring distinctions
between civilian and military functions.
But no makeover or rebranding can conceal the harsh reality of militarization. It
disrupts, intimidates, represses. People’s organizations and development NGOs continue
to be in the crosshairs of the military. Vilified as Reds and fronts of the New Peoples
Army, their members are harassed and their physical safety threatened. They are alienated from the community who are warned not to join their development initiatives, which
are tagged as NPA projects.
As in any conflict, the battle for hearts and minds inflicts collateral damage. Here the
victims are the community people themselves. Militarization subverts the unity and
solidarity of a community. Irrigation, potable water systems, seed and animal dispersal,
farm tool development and other PO projects they would have benefitted from are
stalled, thwarted or altogether halted.
Militarization denies communities real development.

Towards sustainable agriculture

CORDILLERA PEOPLES
ORGANIC FARM
By MATTET BASIA and JULIE MERO

T

abuk City in Kalinga
province is the rice
granary of the Cordillera
region. To produce bumper
crops of rice, the farmers use
mostly high yielding varieties
(HYV) boosted by commercial
agrochemical inputs that are
indispensable to their production. In barangay Lacnog, small
land owner-tillers, tenants and farm
workers have no recourse but to apply
expensive fertilizers and pesticides
to sustain yields and to control pests
4
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and diseases. For tenants in medium
and big farms, they have to follow
what the owners want to plant and
use on their lands. The landowner
controls the overall production, which
is mainly dependent on high external
and chemical-based inputs, including
extensive use of chemical fertilizers
and pesticides.
The strong market promotion of
chemical-based fertilizers to increase
production encourages farmers to
adopt them. Although this commercial

system of farming raises yield and
production levels in the first few years,
it has become clear in recent decades
that total dependence on such inputs is
not an effective and sustainable way to
farm because of inherent dangers and
disadvantages. As they are dependent
on high external, chemical-based and
expensive resources, one consequence
is the indebtedness of most small
farmers and farm workers to financiers
for their inputs, including tools and
transporting of products from farm to
market.
The extensive and prolonged use of
agricultural chemicals further leads to
environmental pollution and destruction. They pollute the air, accumulate in
ground water supplies, and destroy the
soil’s natural fertility, thus causing soil
degradation that is vulnerable to and
worsened by soil erosion that eventually
silts rivers and streams. The use of fossil
fuels to produce ammonium nitrogen,
the most widely used synthetic fertilizer,
emits CO2 in the atmosphere, a major
cause of the so-called greenhouse effect
and global warming.
From chemical
to organic farming
The challenge of transforming
the decades-old practice of farmers
reliant on the use of non-organic
fertilizers and pesticides is not easy
or simple. Despite the high cost of
chemical inputs and farmers’ increasing awareness on their adverse
effect on soil fertility, food quality,
human and animal health and
environmental quality, farmers are
hesitant to shift to more natural ways
of farming. More farmers are moving
from traditional or organic farming
to chemical-based farming.
People particularly farmers commonly think converting to organic
farming would lead to smaller yields
and require going back to the laborious farming of the past. They question how one can maintain economic
viability. Despite being confronted
with indebtedness especially among
small farmers, most still cling to the
modern chemical-based farming
system mainly because of no other
means of livelihood or immediate
source of income to support them
while in the process of shifting to
sustainable farming.
Further, government and market
support is low compared to the

agrochemical industry’s active promotion of chemical intensive agriculture
as the best means of achieving the
highest possible crop yields. It is also
frustrating that significant researches
by some agricultural schools have
prioritized and focused on farming
that use chemical inputs.
To help reverse this situation, the
Center for Development Programs
in the Cordillera (CDPC) network through its member NGO,
the Montanosa Research and
Development Center (MRDC), has
embarked on a campaign to promote
organic farming towards sustainable
agriculture. It has done this by
converting a conventional farm into
a people’s organic farm in Lacnog. In
2006 through MRDC in coordination
with partner people’s organizations,
CDPC acquired four hectares of
agricultural land in barangay Lacnog
for this purpose.
Together with PO partners, MRDC,
which focuses on sustainable agriculture, has started to slowly transform
the 4-ha farmland that has long been
subjected to chemical farming into a
wholistic organic farm. The change is
a gradual process, as much depends
on the soil condition and degree of
its destruction and contamination;
nurturing back the soil to a natural
fertility will take at least a period of
3-5 years at the minimum.
With the recent merging of MRDC’s
program with CDPC, the farm
now called “The Cordillera Peoples
Organic Farm” is maintained and improved under the joint management
of CDPC and its partner farmers’
alliance in Kalinga, the Timpuyog
ti Mannalon iti Kalinga (TMK) and
other groups. (See box)
Some Partner Organizations
in the Cordillera' Peoples Farm
Sotto Women’s Association
Lacnog Farmers Association
Calaccad Farmers Association
Cudal Farmers
Agbannawag Farmers
Anakbayan
At present the Cordillera Peoples
Organic Farm is developing an
integrated farming system that will

showcase the optimized use of the
land through nutrient cycling and
a good mix of crops and livestock.
The farm focuses on rice production
because, firstly, rice is the basic staple
food. Secondly, there is an urgent
need to sustain and further develop
sustainable rice varieties in view of
present widespread promotion and
use of high yielding varieties that
promote the use of extensive chemical
fertilizers and pesticides, and seeds
that are genetically modified or
what the local people popularly call
“suicide seeds.” Such seeds no longer
reproduce new seeds, such that every
cropping farmers have to buy seeds
from source.
Lacnog with its 3,756 population
is a fitting locale, farming being
the main economic activity in the
barangay. In addition it typified, until
its conversion, the chemical intensive
agriculture that prevails in Tabuk.
Around 70% of farmers in Lacnog are
tenants whose main crop is hybrid
rice. Farmers have two rice croppings,
selling most of their produce in the
town center to generate cash. Some
farmers contact buyers during harvest
time. Others use their incoming
harvest to pay landowners, mostly
from Kalinga, for fertilizers, pesticides
and other agricultural supply used
in production. Whatever is left
from their harvest after paying the
landowners is for their households’
consumption that hopefully would
suffice till the next cropping season.
Integrated farm system
The Cordillera Peoples Organic
Farm is an integrated farm, actual
production site, demonstration
farm, farmers school and training
center. It employs organic farming in
building a healthy environment and
in developing sustainable agriculture
through upgrading of knowledge
and skills on better farming practices
and technologies. It serves as actual
production site for rice, livestock,
other food crops, and fruit-bearing
and hardwood trees.
At the same time, it is a center
for seminars, trainings and actual
demonstration of technologies on
sustainable agriculture like soil
management, pest management, palay
production improvement and sustainable inputs and seed management.
As a training center, it demonstrates
and provides hands-on training for
January-June 2016
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new, organic ways of farming, new
farming techniques and new crops.
As rice is a special focus, it showcases
various technologies for sustainable
rice production (e.g nutrient recycling, green manuring, rice breeding,
rice-fish culture, among others). As
such, it allows CDPC to try out many
ideas and technologies and pick the
ones that work and can be applied in
specific communities.
The farm also serves as a school
for farmers from different people’s
organizations in the different
provinces in the Cordillera where
they learn through exchanges of
knowledge and best practices in
farming. One of its most important
aspects is that all inputs are made out
of raw materials readily available in
the locality. Fertilizers, soil improvers,
pest controllers, disease cures are all
produced by the farmer participants,
utilizing only natural materials. The
techniques are very helpful to small
farmers who cannot afford to buy
expensive inputs.
Two hectares of the integrated farm
are planted to various traditional and
improved varieties of rice that had
been naturally bred by farmers in
Dandanac, Besao, Mt. Province and
have adapted to the place. These are
grown through organic farming practices primarily for seed stock, which
are then dispersed to partner POs like
the Nanhehekeyan di Numnomod
Numpaling in Asipulo, Ifugao.

Clearing the land

Adlai (Job’s tears), an alternative
crop to rice, is also planted for
propagation as it has been observed
by many as a good rice substitute. The
Adlai seeds were taken from Masbate,
Bicol through Tabi Masbate, an NGO
partner of CDPC.
One hectare of undeveloped land is
used for pig raising, duck raising and
cultivation of various vegetables and
short term fruits like papaya, banana,
cacao, dwarf coconut, mango, chico,
rambutan, guayabano, citrus, among
others.
Full operation of the demonstration
farm started in 2006. The CDPC network, in particular MRDC and TMK,
implemented the rice production,
agroforestry and vegetable gardening
programs. Some areas were planted
to traditional rice varieties, others
to high yielding varieties that were
6
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Sowing seeds

applied with bioorganic fertilizers.
Partner farmers in Barangays Lacnog
and Agbannawag assist in the actual
production of the rice farm component and at the same time help in the
campaign to promote organic farming
in the barangays.
Farm components
The Lacnog integrated farm
system implements the following
technologies for genuine sustainable
agriculture, and in particular for rice
production:
Palay Production Improvement
To have a permanent seed bank
for the community and to return
the diversity of paddy rice, CDPC
is applying the System of Rice
Intensification (SRI) or Palay
Production Improvement (PPI)
method, the term CDPC has
popularized in the area for easier
understanding among the farmers.
Palay production improvement (see
box) is an agro-ecological method
for increasing the productivity of rice
by changing the way that plants, soil,
water and nutrients are managed, utilizing only the resources that farmers
already have. PPI practices enhance
soil fertility as they include addition

of organic matter to the soil as much
as possible and because the larger root
systems that they induce contribute
more organic matter to the soil.
The Lacnog Farmers Organization
who have been trained in the Palay
Production Improvement method
have applied their learned knowledge
and acquired skill in the farm during
the last cropping season. Having seen
its effects in lowland areas such as
Lacnog, they observed that compared
to the existing rice production system
they are used to, the PPI method
increases rice plant tillers, limits use
of seeds and utilizes minimal water
during the vegetative stages.
However, one farmer remarked that
they may have difficulty in adopting
the method since they are mere tenants and a strong and long campaign
is needed to convince landowners of
the benefits of organic farming. He
said it is only in backyard vegetable
gardening where they have applied
organic farm practices.
Biofert Production
The farm also utilizes plant
materials available in the area like
sunflowers, banana trunks, leguminous crop, grasses and animal waste

through composting. The different
kinds of organic matter are mixed
and left to decompose. The compost
turns fresh organic matter to humus
through the work of microorganisms. The compost helps in the
following ways:
•

•

•
•

•

Plant nutrition as it contains
organic compounds such
as enzymes, vitamins and
growth factors vital in plant
metabolism;
Humus formation that is
effective in soil building and
improving soil structure to
increase its water holding
capacity and better aeration;
Mineralization which also
improves soil capacity;
Enriching nitrogen fixing
microorganisms that can
convert nitrogen into a form
that plants can utilize;
Plant protection as it
encourages beneficial microorganisms against soil-borne
diseases causing bacteria,
fungi and nematodes.

Seed Banking
The Cordillera Peoples Organic
Farm produces viable seeds through
natural selection processes and

Constructing the pigpen
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serves as one of the centers of seed
production and exchange especially
in lowland crop varieties among
various communities of Kalinga,
such as barangays Balantoy, Limos,
Baay, Talalang and Bagtayan. Farmer
participants are encouraged to breed
and produce their own seed varieties
so they can regain control over the
seeds.
Apart from the preservation and
propagation of indigenous and
traditional seeds, the seed banking
program aims at producing varieties
that are naturally resistant to pests
and diseases, adapted to local climate,
other ecological factors, and local soil
type or condition, resistant to drought,
maximize nutrients efficiency and offer
strong competition to weeds. In addition such varieties can be organically
grown and safe for human and animal
consumption, suitable to different
market niches, and production yield is
comparable to that of modern HYVs.
The farm has already produced such
seeds for certain lowland and highland
vegetables like beans, tomatoes and the
“pinakbet” vegetables.

Fish Production
Fish production started last year.
A structure, 8x15 square meters, has
been built for production of breeder
Seeds propagated
in the Cordillera
Peoples Organic Farm
• Rice varieties from Sagada and
Dandanac, Mt. Province
• Adlai from Sagada and Masbate
• Beans from Buscalan, Tanglag
and Payaw Dugong in Kalinga
• Rootcrops from Calaccad and
Lacnog, Tabuk
• Assorted vegetables from Limos,
Pinukpuk; Agbannawag, Bulanao,
Tabuk; and Tanglag
• Onions from Danggo, Tinoc
• Peas from Pasil, Kalinga and Patungcalen in Quirino, Ilocos Sur
• Fruit tree seedlings from
Mapaoay in Bulanao

fry and fingerlings, such as tilapia,
for communities that have their own
fishponds. The fish produced serves
both as a source of food and income
for members of people’s organizations.
The feeds are produced organically
like azolla, kangkong, malunggay,
banana trunks and rice bran.
Vegetable Gardening
The vegetable garden, which gives
importance to selected traditional
vegetable crops, is primarily for
the production of vegetable seeds.
Criteria for selection of vegetables
include nutritional value, ability to
reproduce, and resistant to pests and
diseases. Some of the vegetable seeds
being propagated are: legumes, beans,
pechay, okra, eggplant, ampalaya,
tomatoes, squash, amti, gabi, camote,
patola, malunggay.
Piggery or Duck Raising
An integrated part of the rice land
is native pig and duck raising which
serves as a source of organic fertilizers
and provides the raw materials for
the biofertilizer production. Native
animals are resilient to climate

Planting fruit tree seedlings
8
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Adlai

Aswang, a variety of beans

change and have the ability to survive
in extreme heat and cold weather
conditions. Pig food is grown in every
available space of the farm. The animal
feeds used are natural like grass, rice
husk, rice bran, banana trunks and
kitchen waste and food left-overs.
Bio-Pesticide Formulation
and Production
The farm uses and produces botanical pesticides, which are naturally
processed from plant extracts like
Intoxicating Yam (Karot) and Heavenly
Elixir (Makabuhay). Karot, makabuhay
and paswik are medicinal plants (karot
is available in Lacnog, the others in
other communities) that control pests
and diseases of vegetable and rice
plants. The concentration of active
compounds in plants varies depending
on several factors such as type, age of
plants, soil, climate/weather, altitude,
and fertilization, among others.
The farmers also use other alternatives utilizing natural materials like
beneficial microorganisms known
to inhibit various diseases to protect

Fruit tree seedlings

crops without endangering the health
of farmers and the environment. These
include indigenous microorganisms
(IMO), fermented plant juice (FPJ),
Oriental herbal nutrient (OHN), lactic
acid bacteria (LAB), fish amino acid
and insect attractant (IA). These are
easily produced and cheap. The IMO,
which is collected from nearby forests
or fields using simple bamboo with
steamed rice, improves soil condition
and crop health.
Members of people’s organization
in Kalinga who applied foliar fertilizer
in their rice and vegetable fields noted
that the soil quality improved, the
plants became robust during the
vegetative stage, and crop production
increased. But due to inavailability
of materials like molasses and a very
laborious process, the members were
not able to sustain production.
Nursery Establishment
and Agroforestry
In addition to vegetables, the
farm propagates traditional fruit
bearing trees, root crops and tree

seeds collected from different communities. The farm contains rows of
permanent shrubs and trees dispersed
throughout its area like cacao, lychee,
calamansi, star apple, pomelo, kamias,
avocado, mango, longgan, guayabano, rambutan, makopa, lemon,
chico, bugnay, guava, papaya, anonas,
jackfruit, banana, coconut. Root crops
like gabi (taro) and cassava are also
planted. The areas not occupied by
permanent crops are cultivated alternately to corn, adlai or other crops
(sweet potato, pineapple, legumes
and vegetables). Farmer participants
planted nitrogen-fixing leguminous
sticks on the hills, and the branches are
regularly cut, spread out and allowed
to turn into mulch.
Improving lives and the environment through sustainable
agriculture
The organic system of farming helps
achieve other environmental and social
purposes. It serves as a strategy for
climate change adaptation and mitigation. Methane from animal manure is
captured through biofert composting.
January-June 2016
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And water is better managed during
drought or rains through the Palay
Production Improvement method.
Organic farming also strengthens
traditional practices of cooperative
labor exchange among neighboring
communities such as the pappango
or angkas that can be used to sustain
community organizing and sustainable
agriculture activities.
It is not easy to move farmers away
from chemical-based farming to natural systems like organic agriculture.
Making it more difficult is the extent
of underdevelopment and widespread promotion of “development”
strategies and concepts that create
dependency and worsen exploitation
of poorer sectors. But despite these
challenges, CDPC continues to
pursue its vision and goal of raising
self-reliance and food sufficiency in
Cordillera communities. Through
strong people’s organizations and
improvement of their skills and
knowledge in sustainable agriculture,
the farmers can gain control over
their own seeds, farm inputs and
operations, and ultimately own the
land they till.

Women doing palay production improvement

Practices in palay production improvement
If establishing the rice crop
through transplanting, the age of
seedlings should be less than 15
days preferably 8-12 days. This
preserves the potential within
plants for profuse tillering and
root growth that is lost when
older seedlings are used. Some
farmers have begun experimenting with direct seeding and are
getting good results, with lowered
labor requirements. PPI does
not require transplanting young
seedlings; rather it emphasizes
that there be minimal damage of
roots during transplanting. The
nursery should be maintained like
a garden, with light watering and
no flooding and submergence.
Seeds should not be sown densely,
giving seedlings plenty of room to
grow.
During transplanting, seedlings
should be handled very carefully,
being lifted out of the nursery.
Seedling roots should be laid into
10 Binnadang January-June 2016

the soil in shallow manner (1-2
cm) and as horizontally as possible. They should not be pushed
downward vertically into the soil
as in inverts root tips upwards,
delaying resumption of plant
growth by 7-10 days. Seedling
should be planted with wide
spacing to give roots space to
grow and exposing all the leaves
to sunlight and circulating air.
Transplanting single seedling in a
square pattern is recommended,
starting with a spacing of 25 x 25
cm, although if or when the soil is
quite fertile, wider spacing (fewer
plants per sq.m) will give higher
yield.
Water management can be used
with PPI ranging from small daily
application of water, just enough
to keep soil moist but never
flooded, to alternate wetting and
drying schemes adjusted to soil
type and farmers schedules. The
principle is to provide enough

water for plant roots and soil
organisms, but not so much that
the roots suffocate and aerobic
soil organisms become replaced
by anaerobic ones.
When paddies are not kept
flooded, weed growth becomes
more of a problem. This can be
controlled by manual weeding,
but neither accomplishes the
soil aeration that will promote
root growth and health and also
the abundance and diversity of
soil biota. Accordingly, farmers
are advised to use a simple hand
weeding implement (rotary hoe
or conoweeder) that churns up
soil and buries any weeds so
that they decompose and their
nutrients are retained within the
soil system. As much organic
matter as possible should be
provided to the field as compost.
Fertilizer can be used, but the
best yields have been achieved
with all-organic soil nutrition.

L

a st February a delegation from
Belgium’s Province of East Flanders
(PEF) touched base with Cordillera
communities to see how they were
progressing with development projects
as fruits of their decades-long partnership, through the Flemish NGO
Solidagro, with the Cordillera peoples,
through the Cordillera NGO Center
for Development Programs in the
Cordillera (CDPC). Throughout the
22-year long collaboration with CDPC,
representatives from the province of
East Flanders have come every two
years to look and assess how their assisted projects are being implemented
and achieving set objectives and goals.
The CDPC is the PEFs only partner in
the Philippines.
This time the delegation from
East Flanders was composed of
the Governor Jan Briers; Eddy
Couckyut, Deputy of Development
Cooperation, Tourism, Youth and
Welfare; Marie-Paule De Wael, head
Coordinator of the North-South
Development Cooperation; Agnes
Verspreet, Coordinator of the South
Development Cooperation program,
and Pascal Van Driessche, Coordinator
of the Philippine and Africa Program
of Solidagro based in Belgium.
Joining them during the first 3 days
of the visit was H.E Roland Van
Remoortele, Belgian Ambassador to
the Philippines.

Belgian
Partners see
Development
at Work
By CDPC

Over 10 days the delegation travelled
to Tabuk, Guinaang and Pinukpuk
in Kalinga, Ucab in Benguet and
Baguio City, at times going by foot
to reach remote barangays in these
areas. In Kalinga they saw the work
being done and the benefits already
manifesting for communities from
integrated projects undertaken by
people’s organizations (PO) with the
assistance of CDPC: the sustainable
agriculture (integrated farming and
agroforestry) demonstration farm
in Lacnog; potable water system in
Calaccad, Tabuk; irrigation, potable
water system, agroforestry, fish
production and vegetable gardens in
Limos, Pinukpuk; production of farm
tools, gravitational gold concentrator
(table type), agroforestry nursery,
sugarcane production and sugarcane
crusher, duck dispersal, water works
and community land use plan-3D
map in Guinaang, Pasil; irrigation,
seed dispersal, fish production, rice
and corn mills and housing and farm
tools in Payaw Dugong, Lubuagan; a
January-June 2016
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proposed irrigation system in Galdang
and Guinaang, Pasil; the gravitational
gold concentrator (conical) in Ucab,
Benguet; vermiculture in Irisan and
San Carlos, Baguio City and the
People’s Clinic – CHESTCORE in
Baguio City. Most of these projects
are high impact projects in actual
implementation.
Interacting with local people
The visited communities, through
the joint effort of their POs and CDPC,
welcomed the Belgian officials warmly
as they shared their sentiments on
the projects as well as their local food,
songs and dances. The PO leaders
and community members cited the
projects’ positive effects on their
daily lives, their community and their
organization. In every community they
connected with, the Belgian guests
were overwhelmed, all of them expressing appreciation for the strength
of the POs and the cooperation of
the community members in working
towards the success of their projects.
Deputy Couckyut who rated the
whole visit very successful remarked,
“We have viewed what we like to see.
In a short time, the delegation was able
to see projects and meet beneficiaries
and people’s organizations. The overnight stay in the village was a valuable
experience.”
The POs and community people
were all grateful and happy that
dignitaries from other countries were
very interested to know their situations
and issues confronting them, and more
importantly willing to help them. In all
the communities, the people said the
visit boosted their morale and uplifted
their prestige as a community. It was
a proud achievement for them to have
hosted and interacted with foreign
dignitaries. The visit similarly raised
the confidence of the people’s organizations especially the leaders who were
thankful because it helped to show
nearby communities, other individuals
and even government authorities that
they are legal organizations, being the
beneficiaries of projects assisted by
Belgian government officials.
In Payaw Dugong it was the first
time for the villagers to be visited by
politicians. The PO leaders during the
assessment said they were fortunate
and felt important because they were
visited by officials from a foreign government such as the governor of East
12 Binnadang January-June 2016
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Flanders when none of their provincial
officials, much less their governor, had
ever set foot in their village.
The community people in Guinaang
were also happy with the visit, setting
aside their differences and division
over Makilala mine company’s
attempt to operate in their area. It
was their first time to host foreign
government officials. In Calaccad,
the PO members were overwhelmed
and in high spirits because it was
similarly their first time to meet and
engage with dignitaries from other
countries and especially since, among
the communities, Calaccad was the
only one the Ambassador was able to
reach.
Overall the PO members and leaders
in all the communities covered by the
trip agreed that the Belgian officials’
visit would greatly help in attesting
to their legality as they have been
tagged as supporters or members of
the New People’s Army. They said this
can help show other communities and
individuals who are afraid to be active
or become a member of a people’s
organization that they are a legitimate
organization that have a right to exist
and operate. All the communities said
it was their honor and privilege to be
visited and to host the Belgian officials
and ambassador.
Meeting local officials
In Tabuk the Belgian delegation
also met with Kalinga provincial and
municipal officials including Kalinga
Governor Jocel Baac, Vice Govenor
Sonny Mangaoang, Tabuk Mayor
Ferdinand Tubban, Mayor of Balbalan
Eric Gunayon, Mayor of Pasil James
Edduba, Board member Alonzo Saclag
and Councilor Elma Tuazon.
Deputy Couckyut told the officials
that the cooperation of the Province of
East Flanders with NGOs, in particular
Solidagro and CDPC, has been going
on since 1994 and is continuously
generating concrete, good results in
local communities. He said they will
continue with the cooperation and
support to Cordillera communities
through these NGOs. Councilor
Tuazon shared her experiences in
working with NGOs like the CDPC
network, citing barangay Limos and
the development projects it received
from CDPC. She said these have a big
impact on the local people as government support there is very limited.
14 Binnadang January-June 2016

Despite the issues of militarization
and development in the province, a
topic that seemed to get all the local
government officials’ interest was
Governor Baac’s proposal for the
declaration of Kalinga and Province
of East Flanders as “sister cities.”
This was taken lightly however by
the Belgian officials who remarked
that this was possible but was already
being practiced by Belgium through
education and cultural exchanges.

CDPC staff,” Deputy Couckuyt stressed.
“Is there something that we can do?
What can you do and what can we do as
well to promote human rights. You are
burdened with vilification and therefore
a good communication strategy is
useful. Use us if possible - we or the
Belgian Ambassador. There should be
planning for a sustained action.”

To overcome such difficulties they
proposed more efforts by CDPC for
collaboration with local government,
Concerns
concerned government agencies and
The Belgian officials expressed
other groups like the religious sector as
concern over certain issues taken up in
well as more promotion and documenCDPC briefings, in the meeting with
tation of the development work CDPC
local officials, and were evident in the
is doing in communities. “As we have
situation of some communities they
experienced in this short visit, there
visited. They raised critical questions
is so much being done by the CDPC
on the continuing problem of milinetwork on the ground that should
tarization, human
be communicated to
rights violations,
the public. In this visit
and insurgency.
we have seen that the
“In this visit we
“There cannot be
people are proud and
development if
strong cooperation
have seen that the people with
human rights are
and unity in their projare proud and with
violated,” they said.
ects. These are indeed
based
strong cooperation and community
On the particdevelopment. And in
ular situation of
spite of difficulties,
unity in their projects.
Kalinga, the offithere are active efforts
These are indeed
cials felt that what
in relating with LGU
should be attended
officials and there have
community based
to is appropriate
been positive results,”
development“
livelihood for
said Deputy Couckuyt.
the people. As
the Ambassador
On behalf of CDPC
himself pointed out, while there was
Management Committee and Board of
locally produced coffee in Kalinga,
Trustees, Board secretary Ben Solang
this was not available in Metro Manila
responded, emphasizing the developmarkets where only Nescafe was
ment stance of the CDPC network.
readily available.
“On improving our communication to
address the perception that CDPC-CPA
Though all visited areas were
network is leftist, in general we assert
militarized, the delegation personally
what we do. We show what we do in
witnessed its effect on communities
the open through information and
only in Payaw Dugong. There, half of
education. We do not hide our criticism
the community members were not able
of destructive government and private
to meet with them because military
development programs and projects.”
men who were stationed at the lower
portion of the barangay did not allow
Solang expressed appreciation
them to join the meeting held farther
for the strong partnership with the
up in sitio Dugong.
Province of East Flanders whose long
and staunch support has allowed the
Continuing partnership
CDPC network to continue their
In their assessment of their visit, the
development work for and with the
Belgian delegation particularly cited
local communities of the Cordillera.
the lack of respect for people’s human
“It helps us more that we have partners
rights and the vilification that CDPC
like you who support and stand
staff have been subjected to which has
with us, as expressed by the Deputy,
made their work in the communities
Governor and other members of the
more difficult to do. “A special worry
delegation. Your presence is a strong
to us is that the human rights of the
affirmation. Partners like you give us
people are not fully respected including
strength.”

Salidummay from Limos
Salidummay is a sweet melody, here expressing joy and deep gratitude. These two salidummay were
performed by the Limos community to welcome and thank the Belgian delegation from the Province
of East Flanders which has been extending assistance for their development projects through CDPC.
The songs, one in the Limos dialect (with translations) and the other in English, were composed by
members of the farmers organization MALUDA (Mannalon ti Limos Urnos, Dur-as, Alluyon) with the
help of Flordeliza Balinte and Petrona Awingan, teachers at Limos National High School. The celebration
occurred on February 14, 2016 in Limos, Pinukpuk, Kalinga.

A salidummay by the women of Purok Posel, Limos

[1]
Warm greetings to everyone
Happy, happy valentine’s
Our special dear Belgians
We are glad that you have come.
To you may we dedicate
A lullaby from the wilderness
Beloved Belgian personnel
On behalf of the masses.
Altogether we will pledge
The welfare of the masses

Maluda we organize
Survival for the fittest.
Office of the CDPC, TMK
We are here to seek guidance
Socio-economic upliftment
For Maluda hinterland.
We pray for peace and unity
For justice and diplomacy
Ingenuous called the needy
Will of the Lord God Almighty.
Dear ladies and gentlemen
Let us all join, hand in hand
To meet what is the challenge
Beyond two thousand sixteen.

Here is our hearty compliment
Posel riverside of Saltan
Come all, let us join the dance
We let bygones be bygone.
Our dear Belgian visitors
May we beg for your great favor
Help us in our endeavor
For Posel Rivercontrol.
This is our melody
Loving heart from day to day
Symbol of peace and unity
Happy, happy valentine’s Day.
Ay, ay mangganas,
mangganastakunlosan…
January-June 2016
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[2]
Limos dialect
Amod an daton anggom
Visita un dummatong
Umoy da mangidanun
Nabalbalo en tulong
Uray no maid pundo
Itulong di gobierno
Antod sabalin grupo
Maugod un NGO
Nu panggop siton danum
Adikami mabulong
No maid pay ton danum
Ud an sidaton sulong
Ta antudad tumulong
Sunod tan taga Belgium
Unmoy da si idanum
Cyphon on irrigation
Udon un intulong da
Manipud inrugida
Alado kenda pala
Usar takon un mangcocwa
Innamin dan inpiya
Bukbukel naimula
Amin un inwaras da
Sitin ilid maluda
Thank you very much ,
thank you
Ayya un kon dakayo
Leaders di CDPC
Un ana nangiplano
Dakol un iyamanta
Anus yun bumisita
Siton ilid maloda
Parti nat tod Kalinga
Ikararagmi anta
Yaud kan dios ama
Bendisionan, pannarabay na
Supapac di tulong da
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Limos

Ilokano Translation
Permi launay iti ragsak mi
Bisbisita mi nga summangpet
Apan da nangidanun
Naimbag nga tulong

Adu adu ti naitulung da
Manipud nairugi da
Arado kada pala
Usaren tayo nga agubra

Uray pay nu awan iti pundo
Itulong iti gobyerno
Adda iti sabali nga grupu
Makuna nga NGO

Pinasayaat da amin
Bukbukel naimula
Ditoy pagilyan mi nga kalinga

Nu maipanggep iti danum
Awan ti pagdanagan mi
Nu mampay maawan ti danum
Kindagitoy da waig
Ta adda iti tumulong
Kakabsat nga taga Belgium
Napan da nangidanun
Nahus nga danum

Dakkel nga iyaman mi
Iti anus nga apan bumisita
Ditoy ili mi nga maloda
Parte na dituy kalinga
Ikararag mi kan apo namarsua
Bendisyon ken pannarabay na
Panagyaman mi iti amin nga
intulung da
Supapac di tulong da

English Translation
Another salidummay by the Limos women

We are so very delighted
With our visitors who came
To extend their help
That we cherish and
will never forget
Even if there are no funds
That will come from the
government
There is this group
That we call NGO
In relation to water
We are not bothered
Even if water dries up
In all the brooks
There are people willing to help
They are our friends
from Belgium
To transport water that we call
Siphoned irrigation
They have helped us much
From the very start
They gave us shovels and plows

That we use in our daily work
All their help has made
things better
The seedlings they gave
Are all well planted
In our place called Maluda
Thank you very much,
thank you
To one and all
Leaders from CDPC
Who made this plan
for our desires
We are so very grateful
For your being here
In our treasured homeland
called Maluda
That is a part of Kalinga
We are praying
To our almighty father God
For blessings and guidance
And for all the aid they
have given us.

Limos irrigation project
January-June 2016
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Health
frontline:

Community Based
Health Program,
the Lacub
Experience
By MILA AOWAT
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arely having enough for food, the
peoples of the Cordillera cannot
afford the cost of getting sick. More
often than not, the sick do not receive
the care they need.
In the past the national government
allotted a relatively small percentage
of its annual budget for health care
provision. In the early 2000s, for
instance, the municipal and provincial local government units in the
Cordillera region were only able to hire
75 doctors, 36 dentists and 138 nurses
((National Epidemiology Center,
2000). This resulted in a physician to
population ratio of 1:18,202, a dentist
to population ratio of 1:37,922, and a
nurse to population ratio of 1:9,892.
While health budgets have increased, much of the government
health services remain largely inaccessible as these are located in the town
centers. All levels of the public health
care system still lack medicines and
supplies. To augment their budget,
government facilities resort to feefor-service schemes such as charging
patients (even the indigent ones)
for various services including blood

pressure measurement, nebulization,
injections, among others. Patients
themselves have to purchase medicines, which can be priced up to eight
times higher than the same drug in
the American market.
The poor economic status of the
Cordillera people predisposes them to
malnutrition and makes them more
susceptible to disease. Communicable
diseases top the ten leading causes
of morbidity in the Cordillera
(DOH-CAR and Region 1, 2001).
These include infectious diarrhea,
pneumonia, bronchitis, influenza
and tuberculosis. A second burden of
cardiovascular disease and cancers as
leading causes of mortality reflects the
Western influence on diet and lifestyle.
Access to safe water is limited. A
considerable number of communities
rely on spring water of questionable

unaffordable and inadequate. This
problem is more than a technical
problem which can be solved by
merely setting up more health facilities or hiring more health personnel.
It is rooted in a political and social
system where the people’s health is
not a priority.
Community-Based Health
Program
In order to address this health
situation, the Community
Health, Education, Services and
Training in the Cordillera Region
(CHESTCORE) has been working
to build Community-Based Health
Programs (CBHP) all over the
Cordillera region. The community-based health program is a
people-managed health care system
at the community level. It aims to
“bring health to the hands of the
people,” empowering them to access

disposal of farm animal waste.
Another popular health campaign
is medicinal plant propagation and
preservation.
In these activities, the CHWs are
led by their Health Committee, one
of the committees under the local
people’s organization (PO). This
mechanism ensures that health
organizing is integrated in the overall
efforts at community organizing.
Lacub CBHP
Lacub is one of the far flung municipalities in the province of Abra. One
has to endure a 5-7 hour jeepney ride
through dusty, unpaved roads during
the dry season or muddy and slippery
roads during the rainy season. Lacub
has six barangays: Buneg, PacocTalampac, Poblacion, Guinguinabang,
Bacag and Lan-ag. It has more than
500 households. Like other far-flung

The community-based health program is a people-managed health care system at the
community level. It aims to “bring health to the hands of the people,” empowering them to
access all levels and types of health care.
potability especially during the rainy
season. Many households do not
have a sanitary toilet or satisfactory
garbage disposal system.
Another factor affecting health care
in the Cordillera are prevailing beliefs
and habits among the indigenous peoples. The indigenous peoples’ wealth
of knowledge on herbal medicines and
traditional methods of healing remain
largely untapped. At the same time,
harmful cultural practices, especially
in relation to hygiene and sanitation,
often go unchecked because of limited
access to education.
The people’s lack of knowledge
about their right to health also results
in their inability to assert this right.
Furthermore, the hospital-based,
commercialized medical education
conditions the health sector to veer
away from community-based career
pathways. Very few choose to serve
the rural areas and the poor.
In short, for most of the Cordillera
people basic health services and
information remain inaccessible,

all levels and types of health care.
At the core of CBHP-building
is the training of community
health workers (CHWs) who are
chosen by the people’s organization.
Community Health Worker Training
focuses on a wholistic view of health
(including the political, economic
and social determinants of health),
disease prevention (sanitation,
nutrition), diagnosis of diseases
commonly found in the community,
and affordable and accessible forms
of treatment (home remedies, herbal
medicine, acupuncture). CHWs are
also taught to recognize and refer
cases needing higher levels of care
such as hospitalization.
Activities of the CHWs center on
Health Campaigns to address priority health problems. They give lectures on health (or health education)
to their fellow community members
as part of the effort to mobilize all
of them towards improving health.
Health campaigns commonly concentrate on sanitation campaigns
to build toilets and ensure proper

areas in the Cordillera region, the
indigenous peoples of Lacub have no
access to basic services.
Lacub’s community based health
program is one of the oldest
CHESTCORE has ever set up.
CHESTCORE’s work in Lacub started
in 1987. At that time, three to four
community health workers coming
from four barangays were given trainings on basic health care, advanced
health care, minor surgery and dental
care. In 1992-1996, a village health
clinic was set up with the help of the
Third World Relief Fund. Those who
were trained maintained and manned
the village health clinic with the
supervision of a few CHESTCORE
staff until 2000. The CHWs decided
to decentralize health activities from
the single village health clinic to the
various sub-villages (barangays and
sitios) within Lacub municipality.
Lacub CBHP is one of the oldest
and successful CBHP in the region.
The CHWs were able to sustain
efforts to improve the health situation
through the years. Their commitment
January-June 2016
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in serving the people was strengthened by the obstacles they had to face.
They led the community to demand
improved health service from the
municipal government. This resulted
in the hiring of a municipal health
officer, a doctor, who did regular
barangay visits and in bringing
vaccines to the remote barangays by
government Rural Health Unit (RHU)
personnel. At present however the
municipal health officer no longer
makes barangay rounds routinely and
the CHWs have been branded as Reds
by a local government official.

mental health, history taking and
physical examination, minor surgery
and simple laboratory examinations.
After this 5-6 day training the
CHWs underwent Community Clinic
which served as a 1-day practicum.
This helped to boost the confidence
of the CHWs and strengthened their
commitment in serving the sick
community members. The community clinics were held in partnership
with the Rural Health Unit, barangay
officials, and members of the Friends
of CHESTCORE (FOC), the referral

Because of its strong people’s
organization and active health work,
Lacub has been the site of many health
campaigns and pilot health projects:
Interprovincial CHW Conference
Lacub has also been host for the
interprovincial CHW conference and
training in 2008 on basic life support
in the rural setting which CHWs
from Abra and Kalinga attended. The
community health workers of Lacub
displayed exemplary dedication for
the preparation of such an event.
The conference tackled extensive
discussions on basic life support to
equip CHWs with skills tthey would
apply in cases of vehicular accidents
or accidental gunshot wounds during
hunting activities.
Other topics were advanced acupuncture, after care of the sick and
mental health. The activity also served
as an opportunity for CHWS from the
two provinces to share experiences and
struggles, among these the common
demand for more health services
from municipal LGU, regular doctor’s
rounds in the communities, provision
of basic medicines at the RHU and the
botica sa barangay.

Chestcore staff volunteer giving
acupuncture treatment

CBHP Activities, 2004-2012
By 2004 a significant number of
CHWs trained in the 1980s and 1990s
had retired due to age, some migrated
out of Lacub while some passed
away. This is the main reason why the
CHWs, through their people’s organization TULBEK (Timpuyog dagiti
Umili ti Lacub Bantayan Ekonomiya
ken Kinabaknang) requested that new
CHWs be trained. Lacub, together
with the municipalities of Tubo and
Malibcong, were identified as priority areas for CBHP building from
2005-2012.
CHESTCORE conducted a
Community Health Worker Training
in 2006 and in 2007, attended by
both newly-identified CHWs and
previously trained CHWs. The topics
discussed were basic health care,
maternal and child health, reproductive health, common diseases, pharmacology, acupuncture, dental health,
20 Binnadang January-June 2016

network of medical specialists maintained by CHESTCORE. A total of
383 individuals were treated during
the community clinics, mostly for
respiratory tract infections, infected
sores or wounds, gastrointestinal
problems such as dhiarrea and
deworming, skin diseases, urinary
tract infections, hypertension.
A total of 39 CHWs, all women and
mothers or grandmothers, representing the six barangays of Lacub
attended the training. They were
equipped with health knowledge and
skills they would use to improve the
health situation of the communities
they live in. The CHWs have been
serving as front liners of health care
in their respective communities
ensuring sanitary practices and
nutrition through health education,
giving first aid, treating diseases using
home remedies, medicinal plants and
acupuncture.

Mental Health Program
It was also in Lacub that
CHESTCORE piloted its mental health
program in 2010. During the height
of militarization, the people’s organization requested for assistance in
processing their experiences, especially
those who were victims of human
rights violations. CHESTCORE conducted psychosocial counselling for
victims. A training on Mental Health
in partnership with the RHU and the
municipal government of Lacub was
also conducted.
The CHWs helped in facilitating the
conduct of psychosocial processing
for victims in their communities. It
was observed that the process of stress
debriefing was unfamiliar to the community, thus traditional ways had to
be enhanced. These are daw-es, a ritual
performed to throw away the bad luck
and to restore the complete being of
the victim and the ay-ayag, a ritual to
call back the fragmented spirit of the
victim. In these rituals the community
people are involved. They talk with the
victim and express their wishes for his/
her immediate recovery.

Village Pharmacy
Due to lack of access to health
services and health facilities,
CHESTCORE facilitated the establishment of a village pharmacy in
Talampac and in Buneg in 2007. These
village pharmacies served the entire
municipality of Lacub. A medical
kit and a set of basic medicines, sold
at a cheaper price, were distributed
to the sub-villages of Lacub and the
proceeds were used to replenish their
stock. Both the medicines and the
medical kit were under the care of the
village health committee. Support for
this program was later taken on by
the municipal government and RHU.
However, the municipal government
decided to stop the operations of all
village pharmacies for the reason that
these should have a licensed pharmacist and the necessary business permits
and taxes.

by conducting case conferences of
the cases handled by the CHWs and
updating and upgrading sessions with
them. They also conducted a household survey and imparted health
education to their host families, such
as nursing care and meal planning.

A strong component of the village
pharmacy was the continued promotion of medicinal plants in the area.
This was supplemented by herbal medicine production at CHESTCORE’s
office for medicinal plants that proved
hard to propagate in Lacub itself.
Volunteer medical students helped in
this herbal medicine production of
CHESTCORE.

The local government administration also changed hands. As
earlier cited the subsequent municipal
government decided to stop the
operations of all village pharmacies.
CHESTCORE’s projects are vulnerable to the judgments and priorities of
the local government administration.

Community-based Research
CHESTCORE further conducted
a research in 2006 on the health
effects of small-scale mining. The
research done in partnership with
UP Medical Foundation and Saint
Louis University College of Medicine
included interviews, physical examination of miners and case studies of the
costs and benefits of mining. Health
education for indigenous small-scale
miners on occupational health and
safety followed the data-gathering.
This provided the miners with the
knowledge on the risk they were
exposed to. Also discussed were ideas
on alternative but appropriate ways to
develop personal protective equipment
which the miners adopted and practiced. Volunteer medical students and
a foreign engineer helped to conduct
the research.
At the same time, these students
and health professionals were able to
learn about the life conditions and
issues faced by the villagers of Lacub
by actually living and working with
them. The integrees helped monitor
the community health of the villages

Problems encountered
The people opposed their presence
in the community since the day they
established camp, and their continued
resistance forced the soldiers to exit in
2010. However, a military detachment
remained right next to the Rural
Health Center and the local elementary school in Barangay Bantogo.
Militarization affected all activities
of the peoples’ organization including
those of the CHWs and the CBHP.
Many were intimidated and health
activities slowed down.

The work continues
Inspite of the obstacles, health work
in Lacub continues. Since the latter
part of 2012, CHESTCORE may have
lessened its presence in the area but it

has conducted monitoring and other
activities periodically and continued
consultancy services. It also gives
upgrading and updating trainings
regularly depending on the expressed
need of the communities and community health workers. The CHWs continue to refer patients who need special
medical care who CHESTCORE refers
in turn to the network of doctors and
other health professionals under the
Friends of CHESTCORE.
The incident caused great psychological trauma among the citizenry. The
people were afraid to go to their farms,
sickness stalked them. CHESTCORE
organized a series of medical missions
coupled with psychosocial processing
activities. Until now the incident haunts
the community people. But militarization remains and the entry of the large
Canadian mining firm Golden Lake
Ventures looms amidst the people’s
protest.
Despite these CHESTCORE
continues with its work. A new round
of household surveys is underway in
order to update local health data. Part
of this undertaking is updating of data
on the health status of the small-scale
miners. Innovative methods for data
gathering such as photo and video
documentation have been taught to
the CHWs. The result of the health
surveys shall concretize the next
Health Campaign Plan.

Medical Mission
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Community
Agroforestry:
a shared,
not cash-driven,
responsibility
BY BLESSY JANE ESLAO

A

groforestry

has been definedas “a
collective name of land-use systems
and technologies where woody
perennials (trees, shrubs, palm,
bamboos, etc.) are deliberately used
in the same land management unit as agricultural crops and/or animals
either in some form of spatial arrangement or
temporal sequence.” (Lasco, 1986)
The indigenous groups in the Cordillera have
their own land use systems of which the forest
forms an intrinsic part and plays a major role
in maintaining ecological balance. The Ifugao
call it muyong, and the Kalinga pulag. These are
similar but the pulag is also used by the Kalinga
as an area for their carabaos to stay after a day
of farm work as it has diversified vegetation that
includes grass, herbs, shrubs for animal food,
and fruit and hardwood trees as shade from the
sun’s heat and from strong rains. The pulag is
also similar to the pundag of the Kankanaey of
Mt. Province. These agroforestry areas are near
or along rice fields and uma or swidden farm
areas.
22 Binnadang January-June 2016

The land and forest are part of the
life and ecosystem of the indigenous
peoples of the Cordillera. For centuries, they have practiced natural
resource management systems that
nurture the land and forests. The
forests are more than just sources of
wood, lumber and exotic plant and
animal species; the land is life itself.
The forest is the source of their food,
it is their wealth, it is the playground
and training ground of their children,
it is their home. They must nurture
the land and forests so these will
remain capable of nurturing them.
The land and forest play an important role not only in the people’s
economic life but also in the development of their culture and religion,
socio-political systems and community in general. Religious and traditional
beliefs, practices and rituals have
evolved out of their relationship with
the land and the forest. These and
socio-political institutions govern
the control, use and management of

lands as well as determine territorial
boundaries of clans and tribes.
The Ginubat
Agroforestry management has
become a key term in environmental
conservation. The wealth of
knowledge among forest dwellers
and indigeneous peoples gives
an insight into the centuries of
practice and experiences that are
embedded in their cultures. This
knowledge however has been eroded
by inappropriate development
initiatives imposed on indigenous and
rural communities. Environmental
management, which is part of the
indigenous peoples’ daily life, includes
the management of available land
and all resources therein. For those
in the Cordillera, this involves the
comprehensive protection and
nurture of their ancestral domain,
as this is their habitat. Like other
indigenous peoples; their life is tied to
the land and how they utilize the land
for their survival.
January-June 2016
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In Guinaang barangay in Pasil,
Kalinga, the forest or ginubat is thick
and rich in natural resources including gold and other minerals. Its soil is
generally fertile, as evidenced by the
abundance of vegetation in the area.
Various moss species are also present
and the proliferation of ferns indicates
a high content of nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium compounds.
The ginubat has provided ample
food supply to entire villages for
generations. The rice terraces and
pond fields are their primary sources
of food, and the swidden farms for
nutrient-rich vegetables and fruits,
coffee, betel nut and leaves that they
dry and weave into native handicrafts.
The woodlots and forests are the habitat of wild animals whose meat they
could eat. These also provide them
with lumber for housing and home
furnishings, firewood and saleng (fuel
wood) for cooking.
Other minor forest and non-timber forest products in the area are
available especially medicinal plants
and herbs for healing illnesses or
for performance of religious rituals.
The ginubat has scattered species of
orchids and ornamental plants; rattan,
pandan, palms like anahaw as well
as a variety of bamboo species the
people utilize for making baskets and
carving implements and utensils they
use in their homes. These also serve as
containers for their seeds and produce
(usually tubers) that have helped
sustain and preserve life in the village.

Community nursery

But through the years with the
growing number of people in the
community, the gathering of forest
products has also increased. The trees
are being cut down without being
replaced, and while some people
abide by the law it will take ages for
new trees to grow and mature.
Barangay Guinaang is a farming
community of some 170 households,
the majority belonging to the
Guinaang tribe whose main source
of livelihood is rice and kaingin
(swidden) farming for household
consumption. Some of the residents
engage in small scale enterprises such
as stores, trading of goods, and small
scale mining, among others.

Indigeneous water-bearing,
fruit and hardwood tree seedlings
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Over the last three decades agroforestry projects have been introduced in
Guinaang under different government

programs. In 1993 Guinaang bethe Asian Development Bank and
came one of the sites of the Central
other foreign lending institutions, this
Cordillera Agricultural Program’s tree
DENR project intends to restore over
planting activities under its environa million hectares of watershed areas
mental development program in the
in four of the country’s major upper
uplands of northern Philippines. A
river basins, among these the Chico
special project of the Department of
river basin in the Cordillera region. To
Agriculture funded by the European
run from 2013-2020, it also purportUnion, CECAP
edly seeks to provide
included the planting
livelihood to nearby
of Mahogany (swicommunities in these
etenia macrophylla),
The land and forest river basins.
Gmelina (Gmelina
are part of the life
Arborea) and Alnus
Based on the
(Alnus glutinosa) in
information dissemand ecosystem
the barangay. The
inated during the
program, which
of the indigenous peoples INREMP orientation
entailed environmenseminar conducted
of the Cordillera.
tal education through
in Guinaang, the
awareness campaigns,
INREMP program
agroforestry, refordoes not have any
estation, upland
distinctive features
farm intensification and pasture
from other DENR watershed protecmanagement, encouraged tree planting
tion programs. It appears to have just
by the community, with an emphasis
packaged an integrated approach for
on forest protection. The people in
watershed protection of the Chico
Guinaang were advised to plant the
River Basin watershed areas.
specified tree seedlings on their own
lots.
Cash--driven
While Guinaang barangay has
In 2007 the Department of
benefitted from the tree planting
Environment and Natural Resources
projects, some of the residents are
implemented another tree planting
not keen in undertaking more of
project in Guinaang with the same spethese activities. Romeo Sabawil, a
cies of trees: Mahogany,
Gmelina and Alnus. The
tree planting activity was
aimed to reforest their
ginubat, the forests now
being seen as a climate
change mitigation strategy. The project sought to
enhance the forest stock
to absorb carbon dioxide,
which is largely blamed
for global warming. It was
also designed to reduce
poverty, providing alternative livelihood activities
for marginalized upland
and lowland households
through seedling production and paid care and
maintenance of the newly
planted trees.
In February 2016, yet
another DENR tree planting project was brought
into Guinaang, this time
under the Integrated
Natural Resources
and Environmental
Management Project
(INREMP). Funded by

member of the Indigenous Farmers
Association of Guinaang, Pasil
Incorporated (IFAGPI) said the
past tree planting projects somehow
helped to reforest their mountain,
but he had some reservations on
their livelihood component. “Iti
panagmula ket as per contrata, per
square meter, nu manu iti bilang ti
puon iti seedling nga nabiag, sadanto
ited iti bayad na.” (The mode of payment is per contract and per square
meter. It depends on the number of
seedlings that survive; that’s the time
they will pay you.)
As the current INREMP also encourages the community to plant tree
seedlings, some community members say: where would they plant
their crops if they plant trees on their
remaining land? The community
has thus come up with the decision:
those interested can join the project
and plant on their lands; they can
use the seedlings available in the area
like coffee and hardwood trees.
The strategy of planting for cash
in these tree planting projects has
engendered unscrupulous activities.
Some members of the community
reported that they planted seedlings
when in reality they merely cleaned

Ginubat of Guinaang
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Putting up the nursery

those that had already been planted
before the project. They took a
photo of these and claimed them as
seedlings they planted to be remunerated under the project’s livelihood
scheme.
According to Sabawil, their water
also decreased with the planting
of Gmelina although he could not
explain why. He said the seedlings
they planted and had survived under
these projects are now mature, some
of which had already been cut down
for timber and to build furniture.
They continue to take care of these
trees. “Kasapulan nga aywanan mi
ta sayang jay banog mi nga nagdalus
ken nagmula, (We have to take care
of the trees, otherwise our work
in planting and maintaining them
would all go to waste),” he said.
Agroforestry by the community
Before the INREMP project
came to Guinaang, the Center for
Development Programs in the
Cordillera together with IFAGPI
initiated a community agroforestry
program. Started early this year, the
project involves the whole community led by IFAGPI. Its main objective
is to produce and preserve their
indigenous seeds and to improve
their watershed to create a more diverse, productive, profitable, healthy,
ecologically sound and sustainable
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land use system. The
project hopes to improve
the people’s quality of
life and food security
through improved availability of resources: water,
timber and other forest
products, better soil fertility, decreased soil movement,
enhanced biodiversity and
reduced vulnerability to risks of
climate change.
Already IFAGPI has put up near
their forest a community agroforestry nursery of forest seedlings of
indigenous hardwood trees especially
those dwindling in number such as
obol, dolyao, balasang and narra,
among others, and fruit trees like
gayunan (pomelo), oranges and calamansi. IFAGPI will take charge of the
care and maintenance of seedlings
which they will plant in pulag areas
and use to reforest their watershed.
The construction of the nursery was
made possible through the unity of the
people’s organization and involved the
men, women and children of the community. The women cooked for those
who worked, the children and women
gathered seedlings and planted them in
the nursery. The nursery maintenance
is under the supervision of IFAGPI,
which makes a daily schedule that
involves everyone in the project.

Community members have
already planted some saplings in the
watershed area and near their home
lots. They also plan to produce more
seedlings to share with other people’s
organizations.
Establishing the agroforestry
nursery has empowered the people
who have come to realize that
planting trees is a community-shared
responsibility and should not be
a cash-driven activity. They also
realized the essence and importance
of reviving and conserving their indigenous hardwood trees for the next
generation to use and benefit from.
The practice is not only viable, it is
sustainable as long as it is supported
by the community members under a
strong tribal or community organization that oversees its effective implementation and regular monitoring.

W

ater is an essential human
need

for survival but this
precious

commodity had
long been wanting in Calaccad, an old
barangay of Tabuk, Kalinga’s capital
city. Situated in the city’s southernmost
part on the provincial boundary with
Mt. Province, Calaccad is an agricultural community but with insufficient
water for irrigation and until recently
without access to safe water supply for
domestic use.
The original inhabitants of Calaccad
are believed to belong to the Ga’ddang
tribe of Nueva Viscaya and Isabela who
found their way to the area during the
hunting and fishing stage of development. However, according to the
historical accounts of Calaccad Tribal
Chairman Felipe Anog, it was first said
that the people of Calaccad belong to
the Aeta tribe but as they do not have
the Aeta’s general physical features of
being short with curly hair and dark
complexion, they struggled to
be recognized as part of the
Ga’ddang tribe. The Ga’ddang
wear a lot of

ornaments
and jewelry but when
they decided to leave their homes, they
buried their ornaments and jewelry
in the river. The people of Calaccad
believe the Ga’ddang tribe originally
came from Paracelis where some of its
members can be found today.
The early inhabitants found the area
of Calaccad covered with thick forest
and verdant grassland. Drained by the
Mallig River, it was a haven of wild
game, and waters teemed with many
varieties of fresh water fish. It was then
an ideal hunting and fishing ground.
A legend on the origin of the name
of present-day Calaccad, passed on
by word of mouth from generation
to generation, is about a hunter who
went to the thick forest to hunt for wild
animals for food. While in the forest he

heard a strange noise. A group of men
subsequently went to the forest to find
out what could be the source of the
unusual noise.
On arriving at the place they heard
the repeated sound, “TOKTOK-TOKTOK-TOK-KRRAAAKKK-TOKTOK-TOK!” Upon looking at the
trunk of the tall tree from which the
strange sound came, they saw a multicolored bird with a long sharp bill. It
was a woodpecker, tapping at the trunk
of the tree. Since that time the place
was called Karakked as drawn from the
bird’s noise. With the passage of time
the word, Karakked, transformed into
Calaccad by which the whole settlement area is now called.
More people came to settle the area:
Ilokanos, Tagalogs, Pampangauenos,
Igorots, Cagayanos. With their
growing number the
residents thought
it wise to divide
the old barangay

Calaccad into
two barangays. Upon petition
of the majority of the registered
voters and favorably endorsed by the
Sangguniang Bayan, barangay Cudal
was created as a separate and distinct
barangay, reducing the land area and
population of the mother barangay
Calaccad.
Corn farming
for lack of irrigation
Today barangay Calaccad is a
corn-producing village with an
approximate 4,500-hectare land area
including sitio Makilo. It has vast agricultural lands for rice but the Chico
River irrigation systems cannot supply
all of its rice fields. That is why most
of the community depend on rain
and sometimes choose not to plant at
all because they say it would just be a
waste of time and money, especially
if one’s production is low. In addition,

some swidden farms originally devoted to traditional rice have now been
planted to BT corn to make animal
feeds. Because they commonly have
a good harvest in their first cropping,
the farmers cut down trees to expand
their swidden farms even in watershed
areas.
To produce corn, the farmers also
spend a lot of money for chemical
fertilizers and pesticides. According
to Anastacia Maiyao, a resident of
Calaccad, the production cost for
one hectare from land preparation
to delivery of products to the market
is estimated at P40,000-P50,000.
This gives a gross income of about
P45,000-P55,000, but the net income
comes only to around P5,000-P10,000,
a small amount for one cropping
which lasts for 5 months.

Walking for water
The Mallig River where people
can get crabs, small fish and bisukol
(snails) flows down to the province
of Isabela. Two communal irrigation
projects constructed by the Kalinga
provincial irrigation office water the
rice fields of Calaccad but they are
inadequate to irrigate all the rice
fields. These also serve to meet some
of the domestic water needs of the
community. Potable water, which
is currently sourced from a stream
in the barangay, is insufficient for
the needs of the whole community
especially in sitio Banneng.
Thus, in the summer the people
pump water from the irrigation canals
to use for bathing and washing their
clothes while others use the river for
these purposes. Based on a community schedule a household can have
their turn to fetch water every two
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days and they are lucky if the water
flow is strong. They also depend on
the rain for domestic water use.
Community members usually have
to walk from 500 meters to 1 kilometer
to fetch water in the river or in the
irrigation canals, according to Vicky
Lingbawan, secretary of the Center
for Agricultural Land of Community
for Cooperation and Development
(CALACCAD). They carry about 20
liters of water even if it is brownish,
as they have no choice especially
the women who need it for cooking,
washing clothes and other household
needs. Having a well within or close to
the village, she stressed. means there
would be no need for anyone to spend
their days walking to collect water.
While the barangay local government initiated water projects, these did
not materialize. They built jet pumps,
but in the summer no water could
come out of the pump. As Lingbawan
said, “The projects are for picture
taking only during summer time.”
Nearby streams, where people used to
fetch water before, have also dried up.
Water, a shared gift
In a series of consultation on identification of project areas by the provincial
people’s organization Timpuyog dagiti
Mannalon ti Kalinga (TMK), Calaccad
was chosen as one area based on the
request of the CALACCAD organization seeking TMK’s assistance to
remedy their water crisis. Through the
initiative of the Center for Development
Programs in the Cordillera and TMK,
CALACCAD drew up a plan. Multiple
feasibility
studies
were
made
in

Potable water system of Calaccad
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the search for potable water that
pinpointed a possible solution in the
drilling for water with a 2-line jet pump
with hand pump.

the project’s maintenance, sustainability
and protection by the organization. The
PO leaders call for a general assembly to
amend and strengthen the policies.

CALACCAD leaders also shared
the feasibility study of the Department
of Public Works and Highways which
identified possible sites of water sources
using a water detector. To locate the
water, the organization had to dig or
drill the area.

The new water system benefits
sitio Banneng with 32 households.
Nowadays, community members can
fetch water nearer their homes that is
cleaner than the blackish water from the
river and irrigation canals. As the pump

is manually operated, they can also
collect water even when power is out.
As Dante Langnga said, “Now that
water is nearer the households, I can see
children attending to their studies when
they come home, and not going to the
river banks or irrigation canals to fetch
water. Even their mothers can give time
to help their children in their schoolwork. Water is a gift to be shared.”

From the experience of a neighboring
barangay, according to CALACCAD
project’s drill operator and jet pump
installer Dante Wingnga, drilling is
the effective method for digging the
sub-surface to build a well. Even in
the summer, it cannot be drained as
in the case of another well in Calaccad
barangay.
The waterworks project started in
March 2015, and the findings from
the first feasibility study were implemented in February 2016. Because
CALACCAD was unfamiliar with how
to set up a 2-line jet pump, the members extended assistance in other ways.

Community consultation

Those who knew how to operate the
welding machine helped in welding
the tower of the tank. Most of the
households collected and hauled
sand and gravel from the river while
others donated building materials. The
community members especially the
women further helped out by cooking
lunch for the workers, following a
cooking assignment schedule made by
CALACCAD leaders.
The 2-line jet pump machine works
on two pipes connected between the jet
pump and the well. Through physical
manpower and air, water comes up
from the deep well and flows into the
outlet. The machine forces water from
the well to go up to a smaller diameter
pipe. The bigger pipe carries the water
to the built-in tank with a 2000-liter
capacity. The tank distribution line
connects to faucet taps where beneficiaries have attached their water hoses. The
faucets are located near the deep well to
enable the assigned water guard to more
easily secure the jet pump.
Identifying future problems the
water system may encounter, the
CALACCAD leaders have drawn up
some resolutions which identify the
best solutions. The resolutions are the
basis for their formulation of policies on

Calaccad

Constructing the water system
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K to 12 Program :
Its impacts
and challenges
By CORDILLERA YOUTH CENTER

S

tudents, parents and teachers all
over the country have started
to worry about the school year
2016-2017 because of the K to12
program. Even after three years of
planning and preparations, the country
is still not ready to implement this
education program.
Instead of first addressing the problem of lack of basic needs to education
30 Binnadang January-June 2016

such as classrooms, chairs, appropriate
textbooks and other educational materials and even the inadequacy of teachers,
the previous Aquino administration
initiated an educational program that
could worsen these perennial problems
of the Philippine education system. K
to 12 is an educational program that
primarily caters to the needs of the
global market under the neoliberal
policies of the administration.

The K to 12 is the primary program
on education of former President
Benigno Aquino II. It was adopted
into law through the Enhanced
Basic Education Act of 2013 or
Republic Act 10533 signed on May
15, 2013. Under the program students are required to take Universal
Kindergarten before they can enter
elementary level (grades 1 to 6).
Also, two years are added to high

school that is divided into junior
high school (grades 7 to 10) and
senior high school (grades 11 to 12).
The previous 10-year basic education
in the Philippines is now 12 years,
thus the term K to 12.
In addition to this, K to 12 has
a new curriculum for senior high
school (SHS) known as “tracks” that
include: 1) technical vocational, 2)
academic, 3) sports and 4) arts and
design programs. In contrast to
statements made by the Department
of Education (DepEd), students
cannot freely choose from the four
tracks because not all are offered by
schools, especially the public schools.
At present, most of the schools with
SHS can only offer the TechnicalVocational program that is designed
to develop services needed by
other countries such as Saudi Arabia,
Malaysia, Canada, among others.
The additional two years of the K to
12 program for high school is clearly
a burden to parents, especially those
who are workers and earning below
or just the minimum wage of P481
for the National Capital Region and
a meagre P280/day for workers in
the Cordillera Administrative Region
(CAR). Parents have no choice but
to pay the costs for the additional
two years education of their children
or their children will drop out from
school.
Worse, many parents will have to
send their children to private schools
that offer Senior High School because most of the public high schools
cannot accommodate all of the grade
10 completers. The Department
of Education-CAR for instance
admitted that the public high schools
could only accommodate 60% of
their grade 10 completers. The rest
of the students have no choice but to
enrol in private schools that are far
more expensive.
To understand better the impact
of K to 12 especially in CAR, various
groups from the education sector
(youth, teachers and parents) in the
region developed the following position paper “5 Reasons Why the K-12
Program Should be Stopped” which
was circulated as a petition campaign
with the objective of stopping the
program from being implemented
(See box).

5 REASONS WHY THE K-12
PROGRAM SHOULD BE STOPPED
1. The Aquino administration
failed to comply with the necessary
preparations for the said program’s
proper implementation.

According to the
Department of Education, only
5,927 out of 7,976 or roughly
3 out of 4 DepEd public high
schools in the country will
offer Senior High School (SHS)
program. In CAR, only 167 out
of 278 public high schools in
the provinces in CAR, including Baguio City will be able to
offer SHS.
There is also no guarantee
for students to be accommodated in these schools. Even
Baguio City National High
School (BCNHS), the biggest
public high school and probably the most prepared for the
program among the public
high schools in the region, can
only accommodate 900 out
of the 1,400 (60% or three
out of five) of its Grade 10
completers.
In addition, the problem
of the lack of classrooms,
teachers, teaching materials,
sanitation facilities in the
Cordillera persists.

2. Students under K to 12 program
have no choice but to get technical
vocational tracks for senior high
school that promotes the supply of
cheap labour.

DepEd data reveal that only
Baguio City can offer all tracks
of K to 12; however, only
one (1) public high school is
offering all tracks and clearly
it can only accommodate few
students. From the 167 public
high schools that will offer the
SHS program, 108 schools or
almost 65% will offer TechnicalVocational-Livelihood (TVL).
Among them, 46 schools will
not offer other tracks except for
TVL. This means that the program aims to produce students
with technical-vocational skills
that are in demand in the global

market but not the basic needs
of our own country to develop
its own economy. K to 12 in
this sense is a systematization
of supplying cheap labour to
foreign countries.
According to the Aquino
administration, the K to 12
program will make our education
“world-class”. Perhaps what he
meant by this is “world-class”
caretakers, labourers, janitors and
other low-paying jobs, away from
our families and loved ones.
3. The K to 12 program is inaccessible and costly for students and
their parents.

Because many public high
schools in CAR will not
offer SHS and those who will
offer the program cannot even
accommodate their Grade 10
completers, students in these
schools will transfer to more
expensive private schools or
will be forced to drop out from
schooling.
The government promises
to give vouchers for every
SHS-student in Baguio City
amounting to P10,000 (for those
enrolling in State Universities
and Colleges) to P20,000-22,000
(for those enrolling in private
universities). For the rest of
the region, around P8,750 to
P17,500 will be given to every
student. This will not be enough
to cover all fees and expenses
especially those who will enrol
in private schools. For example
the University of Baguio, a
private university offering the
SHS program, will be collecting
P32,000 per school year for the
tuition and other fees.
With this range of tuition fee,
even with the voucher system,
a SHS-student will have to pay
P10,000-12,000 per year. This
is far too expensive from the
P1,000-2,000 per year a high
school student is paying in
public high schools.
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PUBLIC HS offering SHS

ABRA

28 out
of 29

APAYAO

21 out of
35

BAGUIO
8 out of
21

BENGUET
45 out of
78

IFUGAO

21 out of
34

TRACKS being offered and # of public high school in CAR offering the tracks

KALINGA

MP

TOTAL

22 out of
46

22 out
of 35

167/278

Accountancy, Business, and Management
(ABM)

4

3

3

8

6

2

4

30

Humanities and Social
Sciences (HUMSS)

Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)

7
5

2

2

4

4

2

6

27

General Academic
Strand (GAS)

13

8

7

18

9

19

8

82

Sports Track (ST)

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

Technical-Vocational-Livelihood (TVL)
Arts & Design Track
(ADT)

20
0

Although the government
is offering subsidy through
the voucher system, the application for the voucher under
the Government Assistance
to Students and Teachers in
Private Education (GASTPE)
Program is a tedious process
and will only benefit the private
schools. Each student applicant needs to present many
documents before considered
eligible for the voucher. Many
applicants are complaining
regarding the tedious processes
and need to spend for the
documents they need to submit.
4 The K to 12 program will
intensify the existing problems
of unemployment and underemployment in the region.

The Cordillera is still one
of the poorest regions in the
country. This is because of the
lack of employment and basic
industries in the region. Many
Cordillerans are forced to
migrate to the cities or abroad
in order to provide for their
families including their children’s education.

The K to12 will not address
these issues but instead it will
promote and institutionalize
the export of labour. Instead of
creating jobs based on the needs
32 Binnadang January-June 2016

2

12
0

1

6
1

7

24
0

1

13
0

of the country, the government
intends to force its people to
work abroad for technical-vocational jobs as a narrow solution
to the lack of employment
opportunities in the country.
Aside from the Academic
Calendar Shift that was implemented in 2014, K to 12 is a key
component to achieve the wide
`assembly line’ and `one-market
policy’ of the Association of
South East Asian Nations
(ASEAN) Economic Integration
2015. The ASEAN integration
aims to fast track the market
for cheap labour and natural
resources while removing all
economic restrictions in the
countries in Asia-Pacific.
Further, K to 12 will increase
the rate of out-of-school youth
in the country with no jobs.
5. K to 12 will result in loss of jobs
of thousands of academic and
non-academic employees in different universities and colleges in CAR.

Even if DepEd CAR said
that 37,000 teachers would be
teaching SHS for CAR, many
are not confident that this will
be enough and teachers are
capable to teach the program.
This is because even before the

2

16
1

4

17
0

22

108
2

implementation of K to 12, the
perennial problem of lack of
teachers in CAR was not being
addressed.
For profit-oriented school
owners and administrators, K
to 12 is already used as a lame
excuse to justify the removal
of regular employees who will
eventually be replaced by low
income-earning teachers as
contractual workers. In the
study conducted by the Alliance
of Concerned Teachers, around
83,000 teachers in the country
will lose their jobs because
there will be no first year
students who will enrol in the
colleges and universities for 2
years starting in school year
2016-2017.
As a concrete manifestation of this, the Saint Louis
University in Baguio City plans
to retrench 295 teachers from
2017 to 2018. The retrenched
teachers who have tenure
ranging from 15-30 years are
not guaranteed to be hired for
the SHS because they lack the
requirements to teach such
program. In addition, even if
they were hired, they will start
from the beginning, meaning
their tenure, pension and other
benefits will not be credited.

These adverse impacts of
the K to 12 program, which
are now experienced by
parents and students, have
prompted various sectors to
act in order for the program
to cease from being enforced.
Hopes are not lost. Even if
the program implements
Senior High School in 20162017, the Rise for Education
(R4E), an alliance of youth,
teachers and parents sectors
will continue actions that
began last year to stop its
implementation.
Established nationwide
R4E aims to mobilize the
Filipino people to appeal to
the incoming administration
to:

Extended high school

1. Review the K to 12
program, study its
adverse impacts and
eventually retract the
program and consider
the grade 10 completers as high school
graduates who can
enrol in college.
2. Uphold the people’s
constitutional rights to
education and for the
government to stop
passing its responsibility for education
on the profit-oriented
private universities and
parents.
3.

Solve the deficiencies
in classrooms, teachers,
teaching materials,
sanitation facilities,
among others and allot
6% of the country’s
gross domestic product
to education.

4.

Implement an education curriculum that is
nationalist, scientific
and mass-oriented.

5.

Stop the layoffs of
university teachers
and employees. Ensure
their security of tenure
and decent wages and
benefits. Industrialize
the country to create
more jobs.

Protest against K-12
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Reflections
I may not have gained wealth with my
chosen vocation but I can say that taking
this journey brought me riches that
money cannot buy.

My Journey as
a Development
Worker
BY MERLE V. MERO
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A

fter a series of phone calls and
exchanging of ideas through
text messaging with my
teammates, I sat down on the couch
trying to take a rest after a day’s
work. It was a Sunday, my day for
doing household chores for almost
the whole week is for work. Trying to
play back in my mind the conversation with my co-workers on our plan
for our next community visit, I began
reflecting how I had come to know
these people, the circle of friends
that I have now and how I became a
development worker.
It all started during my college
days. Every year among the issues
students confronted was school fee
increases. Since I did not belong to
a well-to-do family, I was worried
about the possibility of not finishing
my studies if tuitions continued to go
up. Considering other poor students
who similarly did not have any
other choice since almost all schools
were aiming for an increase, I began
participating in student protest
actions to oppose tuition fee hikes. I
attended forums and dialogues inside
and outside the school on issues that
I related to until I was encouraged
to join student organizations that
advanced the welfare of students.
Yes, it was issues that led me to join
such groups.
I joined them because I would
benefit from their undertakings and
I was doing my part for our collective gain. I was motivated through
constant education discussions
given by our student leaders who
patiently explained the root cause
of the problems that concerned not
only the students but the youth,
the community and the country as
a whole. With the series of regular
meetings and discussions on the issues, I began to understand and have
a general picture of the real situation
that the common masses faced. From
my involvement in student activities,
I gained friends from all walks of
life and we stood together in our
struggle.
I did not stop there. After college,
since most of what we learned in
school were theories I wanted to
see the actual applications of these
in real life. I continued my involvement with workers’ communities.
Organizing the women in the mines
was my first task, which was very

challenging work. Some women at
first refused to be interviewed during
our research on their economic,
political and cultural conditions,
but with patience we were able to
gather the data that we needed. Some
women rejected our invitation for
a meeting with loads of excuses so
it took a lot of convincing power
to reiterate to them the gains they
would reap someday.
In my community integration in
the mining communities, I came to
learn the other side of life in these
communities contrary to what I had
perceived during my younger years. I
thought miners’ families were living
an easy life because they worked for
a company producing gold. But I
came to know that the workers and
their families were fighting for just
compensation and security of tenure.
Coming to know these problems
made me more committed in organizing more women to help relieve
the plight of the mine workers.
Through collective work, Women in
the Mines was organized.
While working with women, I then
realized the need to be equipped
with the necessary knowledge and
skills by means of continued learning. I participated actively in education discussions and trainings to
enhance my capacity in dealing with
people’s issues, not only on women
in particular. Since learning is not a
one-shot deal, I admit that it took me
years to attain my goal with constant
practice, slowly transforming theories into action.
From my learning and experiences
in the mining communities, I can say
that my skill in dealing with people
improved when I was assigned to
work with laborers in the mushroom
industry. This was the time when
workers were facing retrenchment
and work tenure problems. Looking
at how these gravely affected them
and their families, I was a bit frustrated that what I could only offer
was my sympathy but later in time I
realized that our moral support made
a difference. It had empowered the
workers and their families to demand
what was due them.
Being an administrative officer is
quite tough as it requires comprehensive work. It also entails time
management skills to accomplish

office work. With the years I’ve
spent as an administrative officer,
my managerial skill was developed
as I continuously attended trainings
to build my capacity for administrative work. Tough as it was, I was
able to handle it with the help of
members of the CDPC management
committee who without reservations
extended their unending support
so nobody would be burdened by a
heavy work load. I commend all the
staff of CDPC for that.
Recently I realized that I had been
occupied with office work for a long
time—12 years—and I was looking
for variation in my daily routine so I
informed the management committee of my intention. It was approved
as one of the staff was trained to take
on my position. I was then assigned
to do community work in the
province of Abra.
Since community work was not
new to me, I was anticipating that
it would be easy for me to adjust.
But as I started my assignment, I
came to realize that there were so
many things I needed to prepare for
physically, mentally and emotionally.
I recognized the difference in doing
community work now and years ago.
With our community integration, I
finally saw community people who
are eager to be organized.
Looking back I can say that I have
learned much from these experiences
which made me stronger in dealing
with life’s challenges. It gave me a
positive outlook in life and to view
things in the proper way. Being a
development worker has taught me
to do comprehensive work. The years
devoted to development work has
honed my skills so that now I can
also take part in transferring them
to the next generation who want to
follow our path and commitment.
I am not Igorot by blood but I have
slowly learned the Igorot culture and
I am proud to say that I can speak
and understand some of the dialects
through years of integrating with
communities in the Cordillera.
Taking the road of a development
worker is not trouble-free. Many times
along the way obstacles came but
they are always a part of the journey.
Vilification, humiliation and at times
being alienated by others were part of
the terrain, thus one needs dedication,
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strong will and
motivation so as not
to be discouraged.
Just thinking of the
conditions of the
people in disadvantaged communities
and the desire for
genuine reform are
sufficient motivation
to continue with what
I have started.
I may not have
gained wealth with my
chosen vocation but
I can say that taking
this journey brought
me riches that money
cannot buy.”

Giving a leadership training (above) and Climate Change and Disaster Risk
Reduction training in Palaquiao, Bucay, Abra
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CDPC NETWORK
Community Health Education, Services and Training in the
Cordillera Region (CHESTCORE)
Cordillera Alternative Law Center (DINTEG)
Cordillera Disaster Response and Development Services, Inc
(CorDis-RDS)
Cordillera Labor Center (CLC)
Cordillera People’s Alliance (CPA)
Cordillera Women’s Education Action Research Center, Inc.
(CWEARCI)
Cordillera Youth Center (CYC)
Dap-ayan ti Kultura iti Kordilyera (DKK)
Development Agency of Tribes in the Cordillera (DATC)
Montañosa Research & Development Center, Inc (MRDC)
Northern Media and Information Network, Inc. (NMIN)
Regional Development Center – Katinnulong Dagiti Umili iti
Amianan (RDC-KADUAMI)
Regional Ecumenical Council in the Cordillera (RECCORD)

January-June 2016
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